1. DEL RIO RD, LAS HACIENDAS ST and CALLE CORTEZ will be closed from 4pm to 10pm for staging.

2. JEFFERSON AV from VIA MONTEZUMA to RANCHO CALIFORNIA RD will be closed for south bound traffic from 4pm to 9 pm. North bound traffic will remain open. Detour at Overland.

3. OLD TOWN FRONT ST from north entrance of MORENO RD to SECOND ST will be closed from 6pm to 10pm.

4. All side roads (except MERCEDES ST and MORENO RD) will be closed from 6pm to 10pm.

5. OLD TOWN FRONT ST from RANCHO CALIFORNIA RD to SANTIAGO RD will be closed from 7pm to 10pm.

6. OLD TOWN FRONT ST from SANTIAGO RD up to Harley Davidson will be closed from 7pm to 11pm.

7. RANCHO CALIFORNIA RD will be closed for thru traffic from OLD TOWN FRONT ST to DIAZ RD from 7pm to 9pm.

8. FIRST ST/SANTIAGO RD closed between PUJOL ST and C ST from 7pm to 10pm.

9. Parking available at the corner of SANTIAGO RD and YNEZ RD.